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Abstract—We present a compact high-power continuous-wave tunable neodymium-doped double cladding fiber laser operating on three-level $^4F_{3/2} ightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ transition with a maximum output power up to 810 mW. At 926.7 nm, it has a maximum slope efficiency of 49.3% against absorbed 808-nm pump. By compressing the fiber Bragg grating, 15-nm tuning range is achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE OPERATION of three-level transition $^4F_{3/2} ightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ (890–950 nm) of Nd-doped fiber laser is of great interest as it has many applications in water-vapor absorption characterization, frequency doubling, lidar, spectroscopy, etc. In these applications, narrow spectral width, high power, and tunable output is highly desirable. However, achieving high-power tunable laser output has long been a great challenge in three-level transition in Nd-doped fiber lasers. Similar to the well-known challenges in three-level transition operation of Yb-doped double cladding fiber lasers [1], operating three-level transition in Nd-doped double cladding fiber lasers also has great difficulty not only due to the existence of undesired extremely serious competition with four-level $^4F_{3/2} ightarrow ^4I_{11/2}$ transition when pumped at 808 nm, but also due to the very poor overlap between pump and signal. Hence, laser operations of the $^4F_{3/2} ightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ transition in Nd-doped optical fibers have been limited to low power.

Previously, laser operation power of Nd-doped fiber laser was reported to be $\sim$40 mW using a core pumping scheme [2]. Although under very low temperature (Nd-doped double cladding fibers cooled by liquid nitrogen), 2.1 W has been demonstrated using a master oscillation optical amplifier configuration [3]. Further, recently 11 W at 938 nm has been demonstrated in a follow-up experiment using a low numerical aperture (NA) fiber and higher pump power [4]; this has changed the 938-nm operation to a four-level transition under very low temperature, but such operations at low temperature are not desirable in many applications. Using a cladding-pumped amplifier which consists of Nd-doped fibers with a core structure of two concentric zones, Kane recently demonstrated a 3-W blue source from a 914-nm Nd : YVO$_4$ passively Q-switched laser [5]. Nevertheless, the highest output power of tunable laser ever reported is only 32 mW (from 896 to 939.5 nm) using core pumping [6]. Most recently, although by combining two 808-nm pump diodes and bulk diffractive gratings, 2.4-W peak power has been achieved, the laser is bulky, expensive, and far from compact [7]. In this letter, we report a very compact, highly stable, robust, and as high as 810-mW output from a double cladding Nd-doped fiber laser with a tuning range of 15 nm, which we confidently expect to be further extended. When operating at 926.7 nm, the laser has a threshold of 1.3 W (launched pump power) and a slope efficiency of 17% against launched high-brightness pump at 808 nm (49.3% against absorbed pump). In order to suppress the 1060-nm emission, we have designed the Nd-doped fiber with a W-type refractive index and doping profile [8]. In addition, the laser spectral width is very narrow (full-width at half-maximum is about 0.11 nm), a result that we attribute mainly to the compact, narrow-bandwidth, and tunable fiber Bragg grating as the high reflective mirror, which is based on the compression tunable fiber grating technique [9], [10].

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. Pump laser beam from a high brightness broad-stripe 808-nm pump diode is collimated using a lens L1 and then launched into Nd-doped double cladding fiber. The maximum pump power from the broad-stripe 808-nm diode is about 7.5 W. Mirror M1 has 98% transmission at pump wavelength and 99% reflectivity at 900–1100 nm. The total launching efficiency is about 84% for the pump.

The fibers employed in this experiment are high concentration Nd-doped alumino–silicate fibers. To enhance the pump absorption efficiency, the inner cladding is designed to be a square shape with $\sim$100 μm side coated with low-index polymer, giving a nominal NA to be 0.4. The core radius is 5.5 μm with an NA of 0.1. More fabrication details about this Nd-doped fiber can be found in [11]. High Nd-doping enables high pump absorption (about 0.3 dB/m) and, thereby, short length can be used. Besides, 1060-nm band is greatly suppressed by W-type refractive index and doping profile. Since the signal at 1060 nm is more loosely confined than that at 930 nm,
the Nd-doped fibers are coiled with a bending radius around 2.5 cm to further suppress the four-level $^4\!F_{3/2} - ^4\!I_{11/2}$ transition at 1.06 $\mu$m when pumped at 808 nm. When the Nd-doped fiber is pumped by 808-nm high brightness broad-stripe diode, the spontaneous emission at 1060 nm is greatly suppressed, as is shown in Fig. 2. Note that due to the codoped aluminum, the peak of the fluorescence of this Nd-doped fiber is blue-shifted to around 932 nm [12]. In three-level transition $^4\!F_{3/2} - ^4\!I_{0/2}$, there is a balance between signal reabsorption and pump utilization. Initially, we chose a Nd-doped fiber of 8 m. Then, by cutting back some of the Nd-doped fibers and characterizing the maximal slope efficiency for each step, the optimal length is given to be around 6.1 m without utilizing pump feedback.

Thereafter, the fiber is spliced to a tunable fiber grating with an initial wavelength at 926.7 nm and the splicing loss is estimated to be around 1.4 dB. The splice loss is high because the NA of this Nd-doped fiber is only 0.10, while the photosensitive fiber used to write a fiber Bragg grating is 0.12, leading to mode mismatch between the two fibers. However, if we design a photosensitive fiber with an NA of 0.10, the splice loss $<0.1$ dB can be easily achieved. Hence, much higher slope efficiency can be achieved.

The fiber Bragg grating is 1 cm long with a reflectivity of 98.3% at 926.7 nm (3-dB full bandwidth $\sim0.37$ nm). To form a cavity, the fiber at the pump end is flatly cleaved to make a mirror of 4% reflectivity. The compression tuning technique used in this experiment is the same as that used in [9] and [10]. The basic idea is that when a fiber Bragg grating is mounted on a beam, it will experience different strain relative to the neutral axis by varying bending radius, enabling compression tuning of the Bragg wavelength through elastic–optic effect.

### III. Experimental Results and Discussion

When the fiber Bragg grating is set at its original Bragg wavelength at 926.7 nm, the laser has got maximal output with launched pump power of 6.3 W. Fig. 3 demonstrates the optical spectrum when the laser is operating at this wavelength. The spectrum shows that the main desired signal at 926.7 nm is 17 dB higher than that at 1061 nm. We estimate the bending loss to be around 0.5 dB for 1060 nm and 0.05 dB for 926 nm. Because the high splicing loss point has reflection for 1060 nm and it forms a cavity together with the other cleaved end, 1060-nm lasing still occurs at high pump power. When the pump power is lower, the 1061-nm signal disappears. If splicing is optimized, lasing at 1060 nm can be completely eliminated. Alternatively, we could bend the fibers with smaller radius, which however, would result in more pump loss. Hence, we keep a bending radius at 2.5 cm. Meanwhile, the slope efficiency is characterized as is shown in Fig. 4. The lasing threshold is around 1.3 W (launched pump power). We attribute the high threshold to two factors. First, significant ground state absorption exists in this transition. Second, the mode mismatch between the Nd-doped fiber and the single-mode fiber for grating writing leads to high splicing loss. The maximal slope efficiency is 17% against launched pump power while it is 49.3% against absorbed pump power. The power variations are below 1% of the average output power in 10 min when the laser is operating at the highest pump power of 6.3 W. To investigate the output beam qualities, we have checked the $M^2$ of the
output beam to be 1.1 when the launched pump is around 6 W. The laser output beam is indeed single spatial transverse mode.

Then we tuned the Bragg wavelength of the fiber grating to investigate the lasing properties of this laser at different wavelengths. Under the same pump power (launched power of 6 W), the output is characterized as is depicted in Fig. 5. When the laser is tuned to 911.8 nm, the amplified spontaneous emission begins to increase. If we optimize the splice between the Nd-doped fiber and the fiber Bragg grating, the cavity loss will be even lower and the laser can continue to work below 910 nm when the grating is further compressed. When the laser is tuned to 911.8 nm, its threshold is around 4.6 W and its slope efficiency against launched power is 2.4%.

The current tuning range has been limited mainly by the Bragg wavelength of the phase mask available to our laboratory. If the Bragg wavelength determined by the phase mask can be 950 nm, we shall be able to easily tune the laser from 950 to 910 nm by using the afore-mentioned bending technique as the Bragg wavelength of a fiber Bragg grating can be tuned over 100-nm range using a simple compression tuning technique [13].

We have also briefly investigated the power output of the double-clad fiber laser employing a bulk dichroic mirror as a complete reflective mirror both at pump and signal wavelength. In this case, there is no splice loss in the cavity. The Nd-doped double-clad fiber length is extended to 9.2 m to enable enough pump absorption to avoid any possible damage to the broadstripe pump diodes caused by reflected pump from the reflective mirror. The lasing threshold is around 1.42 W and the slope efficiency is 33.8% against launched pump power. The maximum power is around 1.55 W at a launched pump power of 6.3 W and the lasing longitudinal modes are between 920–932 nm.

If a better dichroic mirror is available, which allows high transmission at 800 nm but at the same time high reflection at 900–980 nm and low reflection at 1000–1100 nm, we can easily change the output to a low reflection tunable fiber Bragg grating side. This configuration facilitates easy connection to high-power Nd-doped optical fiber amplifiers.

IV. Conclusion

We have demonstrated a very compact, robust, ultrastable, continuous-wave tunable Nd-doped double cladding fiber laser based on the transition \(4F_{3/2} \rightarrow I_{1/2}\) with output as high as 810 mW. To overcome the very strong competition from four-level \(4F_{3/2} \rightarrow I_{1/2}\) transition, we employed a high brightness broad-stripe pump diode and designed the fiber with W-type refractive index and doping profile plus bending loss to suppress 1000-nm band emission. The laser shows a maximum slope efficiency of 49.3% at 926.7 nm against absorbed pump power. In addition, it is operating in a single spatial mode. By compression-tuning the fiber Bragg grating, 15-nm tuning range is achieved. With such a simple, low-cost, compact, and highly reliable compression tuning technique, we confidently expect that a further extension of the tuning range to be as high as 40 nm can be implemented.
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